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Abstract

Thousands of traditional names make up a significant layer of the Chuvash language lexical system. Genetically, the Chuvash anthroponyms are divided into Chuvash, Tatar, Arabic, Iranian and Russian basic strata. The ethnic identity of the anthroponymic system is formed by the Chuvash original names. A two-stage naming system in the Chuvash language included both the main taboo names and the names that replaced them in everyday life. A significant layer of Tatarisms is singled out among the Chuvash anthroponyms. They compete with the Chuvash names. The Chuvash-Tatar kinship relations and the significant influence of the Tatar culture on the Chuvash in the post-Bulgarian period determine their use. Numerous Tatar and Iranian names have the Tatar roots. The Chuvash name-building on the basis of various combinations of the same components is possible due to the anthroponyms of Islamic origin, namely to the Arab-Iranian and Tatar units. Tatar, Arabic and Iranian names ensure the existence of a common fund of personal names in the Volga-Kama language union. The Russian-Orthodox anthroponymic subsystem mainly includes ancient Greek, Latin and proper Russian names. Being adapted to the peculiarities of the Chuvash language they have undergone significant phonetic, derivational and semantic changes. The Russian names of the 18th century that appeared in the Chuvash language are qualified as both Orthodox and pagan. They are an intermediate link between pagan and modern names which completely coincide with European Christian anthroponyms. The unique fund of the pre-Christian Chuvash names exists due to the onyms combination with various linguistic and genetic basis. It is the phenomenon of a different cultural reality.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Onomastic studies in Chuvash linguistics are not among the priorities. Meanwhile, the names have great potential, opening up new knowledge and research aspects in the field of history of the Chuvash language and linguistic contactology. It is necessary to recognize the primary, traditional onomastic material as an equal part of the Chuvash lexical system.

The names of the pre-Christian epoch are still the usual background of the Chuvash word culture. In particular, they are still found in colloquial speech in the form of names of Christian origin that assimilated with Chuvash ones (Leont'eva, 2006), predominate in fiction (Fomin, Ivanova, 2016). They arouse considerable interest in the scientific and everyday environment, but have not yet received a holistic coverage, which seems unfair. Pagan names are a phenomenon of a different cultural reality, largely mysterious and unknown, capable of clarifying traditional views in Chuvash studies and even more – of forming new theories in the history of the Chuvash language.
According to the periodization proposed by N. I. Egorov, the following epochs should be highlighted in the development of the Chuvash anthroponymicon:

1. Ancient Bulgarian (IV–VII centuries), reflected in Persian, Byzantine, Syrian and other historical sources by the names of Bulgarian khans;
2. Middle Bulgarian (VIII–XVI centuries), including the following periods:
   2.1. The period before the Golden Horde (VIII–XII centuries), which continued the ancient Bulgarian traditions;
   2.2. The period of the Golden Horde (XII–XIV centuries), known for the names of all-Turkic origin in the Kipchak phonetic decoration and Muslim anthroponyms of Arab and Persian origin;
   2.3. The period of the Khanate of Kazan (XV–XVI centuries), mainly represented by the Tatar anthroponymicon;
3. The New Bulgarian (Chuvash) epoch (from the XVI century to the present), which initially preserved the Islamic anthroponymicon with a gradual transition to Christian names (Egorov, 1986, p. 95–97).

Most of the traditional Chuvash names belong to the Golden Horde, Khanate of Kazan and New Bulgarian epochs. Tatarisms, Arabisms and Iranisms absolutely fair prevail in the Chuvash anthroponymic dictionary. The layer of names that has not yet been etymologized is probably represented by the names of earlier epochs – the one before the Golden Horde, Middle and even Old Bulgarian.

2 METHODOLOGY

The purpose of this study is to identify the genetic strata of the anthroponymic system of the Chuvash language of the pre-Christian epoch on the basis of etymological research, to describe their linguistic features and to establish relationships between private national anthroponymic subsystems and others within the framework of the Chuvash onomasticon.

The research material is a corpus of Chuvash anthroponyms, collected by the authors of this work. It contains five thousand names of the pre-Christian epoch, mainly codified in the Chuvash dictionary of N. I. Ashmarin (Ashmarin, 1928–1950), the book "Chuvash Pagan Names" by V. K. Magnitsky (Magnitskii, 1905), numerous folklore texts, toponymic reference books, historical researches and documents.

The following research methods are used in this paper:

1) Etymological, which involves the use of phonetic, derivative, and semantic methods with the involvement of a wide historical and linguistic context;
2) Lexicographical, allowing to consider traditional Chuvash names as a systemic phenomenon;
3) Statistical, characterizing linguogenetic strata of names in quantitative terms.

3 RESULTS

The Chuvash anthroponymic dictionary consists of many linguistic strata (see Table 1). At the same time, the anthroponymicon is dominated by the Turkic layer, which includes the Chuvash, Tatar and all-Turkic layers (54.9%).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Names</th>
<th>Absolute number</th>
<th>Part, in %</th>
<th>Names</th>
<th>Absolute number</th>
<th>Part, in %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chuvash</td>
<td>1544</td>
<td>30.9</td>
<td>Turkic</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tatar</td>
<td>1076</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>Russian</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabian</td>
<td>743</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>Scandinavian</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabian</td>
<td>608</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>Mongolian</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabian</td>
<td>366</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>Mari</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hebrew</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Linguogenetic stratification of pre-Christian Chuvash names
Since the basis of naming is such an extra-linguistic factor as the religious consciousness of native speakers, conditionally strata can be combined into three enlarged supra-ethnic formations (see Table 2).

### Table 2. Genetic stratification of Chuvash pre-Christian names, taking into account the religious component

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Names</th>
<th>Part, in %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pagan (Chuvash, Mongolian, Mari)</td>
<td>31.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Islamic (Tatar, Arab, Iranian, Turkic)</td>
<td>46.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian (ancient Greek, Hebrew, Latin, Russian, Scandinavian)</td>
<td>22.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Chuvash pre-Christian anthroponymicon is based on the proper Chuvash, Tatar, Arabic-Iranian and Russian (conditionally) onomasticon.

#### 3.1 Names of Proper Chuvash Origin

In the epoch of paganism, the entire life of the Chuvash people was ritualized. A special role was given to the rituals associated with the birth of a child, in particular, to naming. In the perception of the Chuvash people in the pre-Christian epoch, the selection of a name was a particularly important task, designed to determine the future of man.

The Chuvash tradition originally assumed a double naming of a person. The first name is official, taboo, as a rule, benevolent, positive Œlikkempi ‘beautiful mistress’, Œtelmes ‘the dog won’t take’, Merçen ‘pearl’, Œşorkka ‘white’; the second one is domestic, discordant, usually with derogatory semantics Kurak ‘rook’, Œšüppi ‘weedy’, Xaradâm ‘soot’. The named specificity was formed under the influence of pagan representations of the Chuvash people, according to which evil spirits could harm a person with an open name, so their it was assumed to taboo them, followed by the replacement of the main hidden name with a household one.

Scientists agree that the ethnography of the Old Chuvash naming convention is reduced to a single complex (Petrov, 1986, p. 75), moreover, it organically fits into the general Ural-Volga context (Egorova, 2010, p. 110).

The system of the ancient Chuvash naming convention began to actively disintegrate from the middle of the XVIII century, when decisive steps were taken to Christianize the non-Russian peoples of the Volga region. During this period, the Chuvash anthroponymicon became much more complicated. On the one hand, there was its own tradition of naming, on the other – the Russian system, which brought Orthodox names to the Chuvash environment.

The replacement of pagan names by Orthodox ones was uneven among the Chuvash people. By the beginning of the XIX century, almost the entire Chuvash metropolis has already switched to new anthroponyms borrowed in a substitution form, cf.: Andrey → Untri / Enterkke / Entrej / Entri; Ekaterina → Katsu / Katük / Kêteri / Kêterin / Kêterni / Kêteruk.

The situation was different in the periphery, which was more committed to pagan traditions: in the Chuvash communities of the Ural-Volga region, traditional names were encountered until the middle of the 20th century (Petrov, p. 75).

Proper Chuvash names of the pre-Christian epoch are represented by the following structural varieties:

- Names equal to appellative: Pattår ‘hero’; Pârçkan ‘wagtail’;
- Names formed from the appellative with the identifying affix -i: Avanni ‘the best’; Savni ‘the one who is loved’;
- With two-root names: Kêmê̯kpi < kêmê̯ ‘silver’ + pi(ke) ‘madam’; Tutimêr < tu ‘mountain’ + timêr ‘iron’;

In general, the anthroponymy of Chuvash origin itself is the strongest creative field of language activity, which consists in a specific linguistic system of name formation and functioning of names. In the epochs of great historical upheaval, the Chuvash anthroponymicon was subject to a significant influence of foreign languages, but nevertheless managed to preserve the basic elements.
3.2 Names of Tatar Origin

Tatar names compete with proper Chuvash names. It seems that the unique Chuvash anthroponymicon of the XVIII century, recorded by scientists, is predominantly a Tatar stratum.

Development of Tatar names in the Chuvash environment is associated with the entry of the Chuvash region in the Golden Horde, and then in the Kazan Khanate. The influence of Islam on the Chuvash people was significant (Yagafalova, 2009, p. 10–60), in particular, it changed the onomastic system, which was rebuilt in the Tatar way: many Chuvash villages had Tatar names, Tatar names flooded into the Chuvash environment.

An important feature of Tatar names is associated with such a feature as the entry into an indissoluble connection of name-forming components with Arabic and Persian formants: Aykine from Tatar Aygayne (ay ‘moon’ + Arabic عين (Ayn) ‘eye’), Ismey from Tatar İsmehammət (is ‘pair, coeval’ + Arabic مکحومد) Brackett, Pimaymə from Tatar Bikmorza (bək ‘lord, prince’ + Persian مورزا (murza) the same).

A common feature of Tatar names is the maximum concentration of positive etymological significance, the focus on ensuring the welfare of the carrier, cf.: Aykul from Tatar ay ‘moon’, geıl ‘flower’, Irpay from Tatar ɨr ‘man’, bay ‘rich; master’; Kolmahsa from Tatar kol ‘servant of God’, morza ‘mirza’; Mineslu from Tatar minle ‘with a mole’, sîl ‘beautiful’.

Phonetics of names-Tatarisms, as a rule, assumes the preservation of the original sound, only slightly subjected to substitution, cf.: Tatar Aktirek, Tuybiki, Urasbay, Čulpam, Yamurus – Chuvash Aqtırek, Ayıtirek, Tyypike, Urașpam, Čulpam, Yamorsa. On the one hand, this was due to the fact that the languages in question were related, on the other hand, due to the prolonged contacts and the prevalence of Chuvash Tatar bilingualism.

Substitution allows for the variations of names within the limits of maintaining an open etymological connection, cf.: ɬı̝paɾəs / lı̝pars / lı̝poras from Tatar ɬı̝bar(i)s, Kāspiki / Kāspikke from Tatar Kızbiki, Payparə / Payparas / Payparas / Paypars / Paypars from Tatar Baybar(i)s.

Some names have changed a lot: Paymuk, Paimoș, Paymuş, Paymuşa, Paymuşχa, Paymuş ← Tatar Bayıməxəmət; Tųymit ← Tatar T∪yıməxəmət; Ureșey ← Tatar Urazay; Üxminə ← Tatar Aktımə, Urmekke ← Tatar Urazməxəmət.

Morphologically, names may have different degrees of cohesion of the constituent elements:

- Weak: Xorəspulat from Tatar Koričbulat, where korič ‘steel’, bulat the same; Ćorapaš from Tatar Ćorabaš, ɾme čora ‘warrior, warlord’, baş ‘head’;
- Strong: İrmet / İrmemət from Tatar İrməxəmət; Urmət from Tatar Urazməxəmət.

In the field of derivation, Tatarism is characterized by complexity. The vast majority of Tatar names are two-rooted, which is dictated by the creative approach to name formation, the desire to invest more useful potential and goodwill in the name.

From the point of view of derivative typology, all the variety of names of Tatar origin in the Chuvash language is represented by the following models:

1. Simple names:
   1.1. Name equal to the root: İssen from Tatar isan ‘healthy’; Kəməs from kəməs ‘silver’; Tenis from Tatar diyez ‘sea’;
   1.2. Root + name-forming format: İltey from il ‘country’ + -tey; Terek from tere ‘living’ + -ek;
2. Compound names:
   2.1. Adjective + noun: Paypike from bay ‘rich’ + bika ‘mistressess’; Salmat from sal ‘healthy’ + Məxəmət;
   2.2. Noun + noun: Ayşat from ay ‘moon’ + şat ‘happiness’; Məmeş from Məxəmət) + iš ‘pair, coeval’;
   2.3. Noun + adjective: İltu from il ‘country’ + tulı ‘full’;
   2.4. Noun + verb: Eşkilt from yaşı ‘young man’ + kide ‘came’; Tinpaxta from ti̇h ‘equal’ + baktı ‘was born’;
   2.5. Verb + noun: Kilčura from kil- ‘come’ + čura ‘servant of God’.

Attention is drawn to such a peculiarity of the names, as their full-phrasal character (see 2.4).
The most interesting point in the functioning of the Chuvash names of Tatar origin is the developed compatibility of components with each other, which eventually creates an anthroponymic system with potentially infinite possibilities to form a diverse onomasticon (see Table 3).

Table 3. Combinability of name-forming components

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pulat, pălat ‘steel’</th>
<th>Par(ă)s ‘leopard’</th>
<th>Tirek ‘poplar’</th>
<th>Timĕr ‘iron’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aypulat</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Aytirek</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Äxpălat</td>
<td>Akparăs</td>
<td>Aktirek</td>
<td>Aktimĕr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>Iłpars</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Iltimĕr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irpălat</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isampulat</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Isentirek</td>
<td>Isentimĕr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>Išpars</td>
<td>Ištirek</td>
<td>Ištimĕr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korăspălat</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paypălat</td>
<td>Paypars</td>
<td>Paytirek</td>
<td>Paytimĕr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pikpălat</td>
<td>Pikpars</td>
<td>Piktirek</td>
<td>Piktimĕr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitpălat</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Pittirek</td>
<td>Pittimĕr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pičpălat</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Pičhtimĕr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Saltirek</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taypălat</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>Tănpars</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tinpălat</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tokpălat</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torpălat</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuypălat</td>
<td>Tuypars</td>
<td>Tuytirek</td>
<td>Toytimĕr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uraspălat</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xorpălat</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Čănpălat</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Čăntirek</td>
<td>Čăntimĕr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Čorapălat</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Šiţpălat</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Yamantirek</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yanpălat</td>
<td>Yanpars</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yaşpălat</td>
<td>Yaşpars</td>
<td>Yaştirek</td>
<td>Yaştimĕr</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The broad admission of Tatarism in the Chuvash anthroponymicon is due to the kinship of the Chuvash and Tatar languages. At the same time, names of Tatar origin cannot be analyzed by means of the Chuvash language, and in this case they have an advantage over the names of proper Chuvash origin. Meanwhile, tatarism-anthroponyms possess important qualities that allow to produce a significant number of names on the material of limited language means.

3.3 Names of Arab and Iranian Origin

Arab and Iranian borrowings are one of the mysterious and attractive topics in Chuvash linguistics. According to approximate estimates, in the modern Chuvash language there are at least three hundred of them and two-thirds of the borrowings are Arabic words (Skvortsov, 1968, p. 139–140).

Phonetic development of Arabic-Iranian names was carried out in two stages: at first, they underwent
transformations on the Tatar basis, then – on the Chuvash basis, cf.: Arabic مَحْمَدٌ (Mukhammad) ‘glorified, praised’ → Tatar Мөхәмәт → Chuvash Мөхәмәт / Мөхәч; Arabic عبد الرحمن (Abdurrahman) ‘servant of the merciful’ → Tatar Abdaraхман → Chuvash Төрхәман; Iranian زَوْف (Zulf) ‘curls’ → Tatar ژәлә → Chuvash Сәләке.

Observations show that the Chuvash realizations are phonetically farther from the Arab-Iranian prototypes than the Muslim Tatar ones. This is due to the Islamic religion based on the Arabic language, as well as the specifics of the sound system of the Chuvash language itself.

Chuvash names dating back to the Arab-Iranian etymons are characterized by the following phonetic transformations: substitution (Keleya from Arabic عالية (Galiya); Parçat from Arabic فرحت (Farkhat); Sarıýva from Arabic عريضة (Zarifa)); synharmonization (Vesile from Arabic وسيلة (Vasilya); Kerim from Arabic الكرم (Karim)); prothesis (Emiχille from Arabic إميا (Emiha); Erðime from Arabic رحمة (Rakhima)); apheresis (Ekime from Arabic إكيم (Ekim)); metathesis (Aymanissa) from Arabic آمين (Aman); الناس (nissa); Kêlèsəm from Arabic كلسم (Kulsam)); syncope (ll’as) from Arabic إيلاس (Ilas); Mamet from Arabic ماميت (Mukhammad)); apocope (Mäxïp from Arabic محبي (Mukhibba), Şäxəl from Iranian شخ العمال (Shakhqalim)).

In terms of derivation, the names of Arab and Iranian origin can be divided into simple and complex names:

1. Simple names:
   1.1. Arabisms: İslam from Arabic إسلام (Islam) ‘obedience, surrender to Allah; acceptance of Islam’; Karâm from Arabic كرم (Karim) ‘magnanimous’; Rsi from Arabic رضا (Reza) ‘pleasure; consent; favor’;
   1.2. Iranisms: ik’un from a Iranian پيکانه ‘the only one’; Katey from Iranian katta ‘big’ + -ey; Ristem from Iranian ریستم (Rustam) ‘mighty, strong’;

2. Complex names:
   2.3. Iranism + Iranism (Xoçaš) from Iranian خواجه (Khodzha) ‘master’, شاخص (shakh) ‘monarch; sovereign, lord’; Şervustan from Iranian شهرب ‘town’, بوستان (bustan) ‘flowerbed’;

However, Arab and Iranian formants, becoming popular, often begin to act as an independent name-forming function in conjunction with the Tatar foundations: Ayəмnissa from Tatar ayım ‘my moon’, Arabic نساء (nissa) ‘women’, literally ‘my moonlike woman’; Aȳpatrick from Tatar Aybulat, in which ay ‘moon’, Iranian نلات (bulat) ‘Iranian steel’; Ilməmet from Tatar il ‘country’, Arabic مکحمة (Mukhammad) ‘praised, worthy of praise’; Ilsever from Tatat il ‘country’, Iranian سوار (zivar) ‘jewellery’; Minulla from Tatar miш ‘birthmark’, Arabic -ulla (Allah) ‘God’; Savkirey from Tatar sau ‘healthy’, Iranian غراي (Keray) ‘strong, powerful’; Savreslu from Iranian سوار (Sivar) ‘jewellery’, Tatar сул ‘jewellery’.

Very often, names can no longer be called Arabic or Iranian in the full sense of the word, because they do not exist in the original languages, and they have occurred on either a Tatar or Chuvash basis.

In the course of the Chuvash language acquisition, Arabic-Iranian names allowed for the extension of affixes: Sevruk from Iranian سوار (Sivar) ‘jewellery’ + -uk; Taruš from Iranian دارويش (Daryush) ‘little owner’; Usмente_ly from Arabic عثمان (Usman) ‘a chick of a bird similar to a cuckoo’ + -tey.

Semantic acquisition of Arabic and Iranian anthroponyms is their participation in the formation of a common fund of personal names of the peoples of the entire Ural-Volga region. In this regard,
anthroponyms-Arabisms and Iranisms are an important component that forms the Volga-Kama language union.

3.4 Names of Russian Origin

Orthodox names in the Chuvash phonetic design are a kind of transitional layer of names between authentic pagan and Orthodox anthroponyms in their modern sounding.

Phonetic adaptation of Russian names to the requirements of the Chuvash language is the main method of their becoming like Chuvash. The main substitutional processes in the Chuvash environment are aimed at replacing the voiced consonants of the Russian language, as well as [l] and [r] the closest matches, cf.: Artemiy → Urt‘um, Gavriila → Kavărle, Darya → Tarye, Fiodor → Xĕvetĕr, Kristina → Xĕršiṭi.

In the development of Russian names there are other phonetic processes: insert of prothesis (Rodion → Ärtivan, Spiridon → Éşpritun); infixation (Iuda → Iyută, Illarion → Larivăń); apheresis (Elizar → Lisar, Illita → Úlitta); metathesis (Artemiy → Utremen, Evgeniý → Éxveniĭ); syncope (Dorimedont → Tărmitun); diaeresis (Gavrila → Karila); apocope (Anastasiya → Naštäs), V‘acheslav → Văčчасла.

These phenomena are combined in different ways, complicating the structure of felt Russian names, cf.: Konstantin → Kăštuk, where there’s a transition ø > ā and diaeresis n; Ksenofont → Šinăşyun, where there’s apocope k, sound transitions ø > i, ø > u, substitution f ~ ĕv, apocope t.

A significant role in the development of Russian anthroponyms in the Chuvash language belongs to the emphasis. In the Chuvash variants it is, as a rule, transferred to the final syllable, cf.: Grigoriy → Kĕrkuri, Danila → Tanilé, Văsya (Vasiliy) → Vaşşă, Dărya → Tarî, Klăvdia → Klăvyé, Natălia → Nattă, Feodósia → Xvetusšă. Retention of stress on the original syllable is rare: Gerăsim → Kărărăm, Ōşip → Ŭşăp, Prŏkhor → Prŭşčăr. The transfer of stress on the first syllable is observed in exceptional cases: Măksim → Măkšăm.

A notable feature of the Russian names that have moved into the Chuvash language is the multivariant nature of the names, which is implemented within the limits of allowable sound combinations, cf.: Mikhail → Mišlăik, Mišušk, Mišyala, Mišxăička, Mišьa’ra, Mišyali, Mišxăřuk, Mišxălcka, Mišełele, Mišfel’u, Mišxî, Mišušk, Mišxăčka, Mišxăyă, Mišxăyăla, Mišxăla, Mišxăčki, Mišxăřuk, Mišśa. The observed variability of personal names in the Chuvash language is primarily explained by their initial diverse implementation in the Russian environment itself (Mišă, Mišen’ka, Miška, Mišul’a, Mišun’a, Mišа, Mišyăy, Mišxăn’a, Maşşă’a) and, in the next place, by the specific features of the receiving Chuvash dialects.

The broad limits of name variability create the conditions under which they begin to enter into a homonymous relationship with each other, for example: Mišušk1 – Mikhail, Mišušk2 – Nikolay; Elikka1 – Aleksey, Elikka2 – Aleksandr; Mal’uś – Melania, Mal’uś’ – Maria; Nat’uk1 – Nadezhda, Nat’uk2 – Natalia.

Active word-formation development of Russian names by the Chuvash language was also made through affiliation.

In the Chuvash language, there are special affixal and appellative means of name formation (see more in: Federov, 1998, p. 20–32). The following affixes are most in demand in the development of Russian names:


There is an unusual situation in the derivative development of names of process: making Russian anthroponyms like Chuvash occurs through the use of Russian suffixes, on the Chuvash soil devoid of diminutive semantics, cf.: Emel’ka (Emelyan) → Emelkke, Kăt’usha (Ekaterina) → (Kătt’uś), Ermolka (Ermolay) → Yarmuška.

Semantic development of Russian names is associated with the appeal to folk etymology and is reduced to the selection of associative Chuvash analogues of the pre-Christian epoch, and in some cases-to comparison with the appellative vocabulary and adaptation of borrowed names to them on the phonetic and derivational levels, cf.: Kasłyan ‘Kasyan’ – kăśyă ‘tittmouse’, Măkkăl ‘Nikolay’ – măkkăł ‘cone’, Ulatimēr ‘Vladimir’ – ula timēr ‘mottled iron’, Kul’kka ‘Akulina’ – kul’kka ‘pigeon’.

In some cases, in borrowing Russian anthroponyms by the Chuvash language there is an unusual selection of parallel names, for example: Otok = Anton, T'akkâm = Maksim, Yulpîke = 🄦rîstînî. These examples probably reflect the tradition of combining an unofficial pre-Christian name with an official Orthodox name given to the same person at birth and baptism.

Russian names, penetrating into the Chuvash language through oral means, were subjected to various changes-mainly phonetic, sometimes word-forming, rarely semantic. As a result, the original names could be transformed beyond recognition. However, this kind of transformation allowed the formation of a unique system of Chuvash anthroponyms of Orthodox origin.

4 CONCLUSIONS

The traditional pagan anthroponymicon of the Chuvash language is Turkic in linguistic terms and Islamic in religious terms. Arabisms and Iranisms entered the Chuvash language through the medium of Tatar. Tatar, Arabic and Iranian names ensure the existence of a common fund of personal names in the Volga-Kama language union.

The foreign-language onomasticon is deeply embedded in the lexical system of the Chuvash language. Borrowed names on a Chuvash basis have passed through phonetic, word-formation and semantic transformations. Most likely, their number exceeds the lexical fund of the Chuvash language. To a large extent, the diversity of names is dictated by common naming models that allow for a wide range of component combinations.

Substituted pagan names, conditioned by Orthodoxy, became an intermediate stage in the transition of the Chuvash anthroponymicon to the Christian European way. However, distorted Russian names still function in the Chuvash language, reminiscent of another cultural reality that occurred in the recent past.
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